
Information / New release major update
The tax management is now enabled in the clinics.

Each item can now have tax added and will be calculated accordingly when you add them to your cart (the

taxes are based on the provincial tax rates).

* You can also edit a clinic item which was previously created by checking the taxable box. To do this, go to

catalog, choose clinic items, choose the item you wish to edit, the side panel will open, use the blue pen next

to the price and the taxable box will appear.

In the transfer side panel now, the initial comment will now be displayed

Action button in the member profile was updated with the proper action on the profile.

This means you can now initiate a transfer or a member merge from this page (based on your role and

permissions which are set by your branch).

Phone number is now mandatory in the creation of a new participant

* Note: The creation of a new participant feature may be disabled by your local branch.

Information / New release other updates

● Credits are now available in clinics and the system will automatically apply the credits for the
member (System will use the credits in the member profile for the HOST of the clinic and not the
one from the primary organisation).

● A new credit report is available; which will report the list of credits available in the MHA.  Users can
filter on the balance by filtering by active credits.

● Registration reports now include membership fees.
● Corrected the issue in clinics where the system would allow you to add twice the same fee and it

was causing an issue in the registration process.
● An email is now sent when the transfer is closed (sent to all users part of the transfer but not the

actual user who closed the transfer).
● The member search is now fixed so you can combine multiple genders.
● The Hockey University link is now fixed.
● The report export was not formatting the HCR number and invoice number correctly this is now

fixed.

Visual updates and data migration fixes

● All duplicate qualifications have now been removed.

● CRC will now show expired instead of completed when the expiry date is passed.
● All transfers that were migrated from HCR 2.0 and were showing refused have been updated to

closed.

● The qualifications have been updated with the correct name for the stream and Respect in Sports

(activity leader or parent).



Question

How can I add a document to a transfer that is already started (also applies to US transfers)?

Answer

Please follow these steps:

Left side menu, choose tasks, choose transfers

Uncheck the box action required

Find the player you need to add the document (you can add his name in the search box if needed)

Click anywhere in the line of the transfer (excluding the blue HCR #)

A side panel will open, and you will see an option to add the document under the word Supporting
documents

Question

We use a third party for registration, there is a message on the public page that says "Sadly, there is
no registration yet for this association, please check back later."  I cannot see anywhere to edit this.

Answer

Currently, there is no way to edit this message or to remove the public page, we highly suggest that you
communicate to your members the link for your 3rd party registration.

Question

As a parent, I have created a Spordle My Account and linked my children, how can I update my
address or contact information? I cannot see an option for this.

Answer

This information can only be updated by the local registrar or member branch (depending on the branch
permissions). The parents are not permitted to update their information as validation is always required.

Question

In HCR, as a registrar, I have no teams showing under the Teams tab, why is this happening?

Answer

The tool to rollover and import the teams from the previous season will be released soon, the member
branches will then be able to create those teams for your organization.
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